FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Delta Vacations offers up to 17,500 bonus miles for European packages
Promotion includes savings and complimentary nights at select hotels
Details*:

Vacationers earn up to 17,500 bonus miles on European vacations

Exclusive airfare savings for Main Cabin service

Up to 50% off stays at select resorts

Book by May 13 for travel by Feb. 29, 2016

Travel agent earn incentives points for personal travel

ATLANTA (April 27, 2015) – Delta Vacations, in partnership with Air France Holidays and Alitalia
Vacations, announced today that it is offering up to 17,500 bonus miles, exclusive airfare and travel
agent incentive points for European vacations booked now through May 13.
The offer is valid for more than 650 hotels in more than 20 European destinations offered by Delta
Vacations including London, Paris and Rome. The travel
window is today through Feb. 29, 2016.
When vacationers select Main Cabin service for the flight
portions of their vacation packages, they will receive exclusive
savings on airfare from Delta Air Lines and earn 5,000 extra
bonus miles. These bonus miles are in addition to 7,500 bonus
miles earned for booking with Delta Vacations. For Main Cabin
service the promotional code is EUR2015B.
Choosing Delta One cabin service, vacationers can earn 10,000 extra bonus miles in addition to the
7,500 for a total of 17,500 bonus miles. The promotional code for Delta One service is EUR2015A.
Travelers will also enjoy savings at select European hotels with this offer. These savings include
complimentary nights and up to 50 percent off of hotel stays in England, France, Ireland, Italy, Holland
and Spain with qualified bookings. In all, more than 48 properties, including hotels, resorts, spas and
vacation apartments, are participating in the promotion.
Delta One, formerly BusinessElite, is offered on long-haul international routes and features 180-degree
flat-bed seats, premium entertainment, plus Sky Priority service, which includes expedited security,
priority boarding and baggage handling. Main Cabin is the new name for the Economy cabin, which
offers Delta's high standard of customer service everywhere Delta flies.
Travel agents using this promotion will earn Delta Vacations Rewards to Go incentive points on qualified
bookings. Travel agents will receive 1,000 bonus points for Delta One bookings and 500 bonus points
for Main Cabin bookings. These points are redeemable for personal travel.
Delta Vacations, the official vacation provider for Delta, offers its travel agency customers more ways to
earn toward SkyMiles Medallion status on all Delta marketed flights — including Medallion Qualification
Dollars on all fares, and the best price guaranteed when they book vacation packages to any of Delta
Vacations’ more than 250 destinations.
*This promotion is subject to change without notice and other restrictions may apply. Products and
amenities in the business cabin on partner airlines may vary. Connecting segments may be in Main
Cabin or First Class instead of Delta One.

Complete details, terms and conditions of this offer are available at
https://www.worldagentdirect.com/delta/specials/specialoffer.do?specialOfferCode=18032DVA. For
more information, travel agents can call 1-800-727-1111.
###
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About MLT Vacations - MLT Vacations, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Delta Air Lines (NYSE: DAL), manages brands
including Delta Vacations, in partnership with Air France Holidays and Alitalia Vacations, and Aeromexico Vacations. MLT
Vacations offers its customers convenient one-stop shopping for quality, tailored vacation packages that are competitivelypriced and combine Delta Air Lines and its strategic partners’ flights with stays at more than 4,000 hotels and resorts
worldwide, and a broad selection of sightseeing excursions and activities. Travel agents can access the full scope of MLT
Vacations product offerings at worldagentdirect.com.

